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About Waverly Labs
Founded in 2014, Waverly Labs is at the forefront of voice and
language products for professionals and teams. Between 2016–
2020, they introduced Pilot Smart Earbuds and Ambassador
Interpreter, the world's first earbud translation products that
established the category, shipping over 50,000 units worldwide.

Now, Waverly Labs is developing a full suite of voice and
translation solutions to meet the needs of professionals across
various industries including hospitality, conferences & events,
and remote meetings. All of which will be available to preview at
CES 2022 in Las Vegas.



Waverly Labs Products

Ambassador 
Interpreter

Audience Subtitles



Ambassador 
Interpreter

Audience Subtitles

3 interpretation modes: Converse, Lecture, and Listen

4 devices paired simultaneously

2 Mics per unit

Ambassador Interpreter, your
professional translation tool. 

Ambassador Interpreter is the highest quality interpreter for
professionals and teams. From training to travel, groups to solo,
the Ambassador Interpreter allows you to have smooth
conversations free from the constraints of language barriers.



Subtitles

Translates to large audiences in multiple languages
simultaneously 

Simple code to join and listen—no hardware requirements

AudienceAmbassador 
Interpreter

Audience, translation for
lectures & events. 

Audience is a translation solution for lectures, educators, and
conference event organizers. It allows any presenter to
converse with a room regardless of what language they or their
audience speak. The Audience app allows audience members to
select and enjoy translations on their own mobile device.

Coming soon.



Audience

Touch interface for users to select language

Real-time transcript and fast translation

Safety barrier for additional viral protection

SubtitlesAmbassador 
Interpreter

Subtitles, translation for safe
interactions. 
Subtitles provides translation for hygienic, safe in-person
interactions. With a two-sided screen providing near real-time
translation to each person on either side, Subtitles is the perfect
solution for all customer service interactions.

Coming soon.



Andrew Ochoa
FOUNDER - CEO

Vision, operations, logistics,
sales, project management

Sergio Del Río
FOUNDER - VP OF PRODUCT

Wearables, speech translation
product development, design
engineering, manufacturing

Alexis Creuzot
MOBILE -iOS

iOS, machine learning, design

Alisher Agzamov
SR. SOFTWARE ENGINEER - BACKEND

Server-side application
architecture, endpoints, APIs

Brisa Freitas
VP OF MARKETING / COMMUNICATIONS

Product marketing, brand,
social media, PR

Gerogiy Konovalov
SR. SOFTWARE ENGINEER - ANDROID

The hacker, Android,
integrations, special projects

and prototypes

Our core Team



Quotes from Happy Customers

Being able to speak to my girlfriend's mother for the first time
has broken down walls I never thought possible. From the
bottom of my heart thank you! Looking forward to updates and
fixes along the journey as I know this is merely the start of a
world changing technology.

They have been AMAZING in helping communicating with
Japanese, Spanish, Italian & German clients.

I do a lot of traveling abroad and work with foreign partners at
home. THIS. IS. A. GAME-CHANGER! I have spent hundred of
dollars on handheld translators and translation apps but this is
by far the best around. The translations are seamless and the
ability to share with another person to converse is amazing.
Customer service is always helpful and updates always address
the needs of the user. I can't wait for their next iteration! I
recommend 100%

All I can say is "Wow!"
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